POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji: September 09, 2017
Bhadra 18, 1939

The Power Shutdown has been arranged to carry out routine maintenance work between 9.00 am to 2.00 pm at various places in Dona Paula areas.

On September 11, 2017 at 11KV Cabo Feeder, areas affected are Vodlem Bhat, Posrem Bhat, Cardozwaddo and surrounding areas.

On September 12, 2017 at 11KV Cabo Feeder, areas affected are Shankarwadi, Barbhat, Vodlem Bhat and surrounding areas.

On September 13, 2017 at 11KV Oitiyant Feeder areas affected are Oitiyant, Alto Nagali Hills and surrounding areas.

On September 14, 2017 at 11KV Manipal Feeder areas affected are Manipal Hospital, Vainguinim Valley, Radiance and surrounding areas.

And on September 15, 2017 at 11KV Raj Bhavan Feeder between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. Areas affected are Raj Bhavan, La Marval Colony, La Marvel and surrounding areas.

PORVORIM

Urgent maintenance work on September 12, 2017 at 11KV Chogum feeder between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. Areas affected are Savlem, Green Valley, Indian Audit Bhavan, Navitim and surrounding areas.

MORJIM

On September 12, 2017 at 11KV Morjim feeder between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. Areas affected are Kattewada, Varchawada, Bhumika DTC, Panchayat DTC, Morjim Market Complex in VP Morjim.